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We all know a little paint can change a whole room. But choosing
the right shade can be a bit intimidating. We have asked some of

COLORS
our designer friends to share what shades they love right now.

to Love

Right now I am loving the paint shade
“Silvermist” by Sherwin Williams. I have
used it many times in guest bedrooms;
it creates that calm, relaxing, breezy,
spa feeling.
– Francia Fusik,
All In One Decorating Solutions

“Evening Dove” by
Benjamin Moore
— for dramatic walls;
and I paint trim
wood in white
semi-gloss.
– Jean Gasperoni,
Jean Gasperoni
Interior Design

“Ivory Porcelain” by
Benjamin Moore. It is a soft,
light beige that’s great in
rooms that get little light. It
also has a slight contrast
with white woodwork.
– Megan Morris,
MHM Professional Staging

I love “Kensington Blue” by
Benjamin Moore. I have used it
for a guest bedroom with
accents in white and yellow.
– Angela Gutekunst,
Allied ASID,
Angela Gutekunst Interiors

– Amy Becker,
Masterpiece Design Group
Hands down “Mexicali Turquoise” by
Benjamin Moore is one of my favorite colors.
I would paint an entire bedroom, including
the ceiling, in this yummy color or it would
make a great accent wall in a dining room or
kitchen. Mirroring the beauty of Mexican
turquoise and the clear waters of Cancun,
this pretty shade shimmers like beach glass.
– Debbie Sheaf, ASID, Feather Your Nest
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Right now we are loving the
paint shade “Blacktop” by
Color Wheel. We recently
specified it as the entire
interior trim color for an
innovative Parade of Homes
model entry.

I am loving the paint shade
“Gluted” by Color Wheel. I used
it for a beautiful kitchen
remodel with cream cabinets
with chocolate glaze and dark
wood floors.
– Kathryn Cook,
Kathryn Cook Interiors
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Right now I am loving the paint shade
“Black Horizon” by Benjamin Moore.
I have used it for my home office.
By painting all of the walls and the
12-foot ceiling in the room, I have
created an intimate and calm atmosphere to work in, and also a quiet
and warm space to enjoy friends. The
color is also the perfect background
for the 26 original art pieces that hang
in the room, giving every piece an
opportunity to tell its story.
– Ted Maines, Ted Maines Interiors

My current favorite is “Mystical Blue”
by Benjamin Moore. This shade of blue
makes everything in a room look
amazing. We recently used this color
throughout one of our Winter Park
projects with Benjamin Moore’s
“Decorator’s White” for ceiling and trim.
It’s a favorite for ceilings, baseboards
and crown moldings that works well
with all light sources. Both warm and
contemporary, it’s been my go-to white
for years. The end result was timeless,
elegant, classic.
– Jose Cabrera, CL Studio, Inc.
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